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On the Diversity-Multiplexing Tradeoff of Cooperative
Multicast System with Wireless Network Coding

Jun Li and Wen Chen

Abstract: Diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) is an efficient tool
to measure the performance of multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) systems and cooperative systems. Recently, cooperative
multicast system with wireless network coding stretched tremen-
dous interesting due to that it can drastically enhance the through-
put of the wireless networks. It is desirable to apply DMT to the
performance analysis on the multicast system with wireless net-
work coding. In this paper, DMT is performed at the three pro-
posed wireless network coding protocols, i.e., non-regenerative net-
work coding (NRNC), regenerative complex field network coding
(RCNC) and regenerative Galois field network coding (RGNC).
The DMT analysis shows that under the same system performance,
i.e., the same diversity gain, all the three network coding proto-
cols outperform the traditional transmission scheme without net-
work coding in terms of multiplexing gain. Our DMT analysis also
exhibits the trends of the three network coding protocols’ perfor-
mance when multiplexing gain is changing from the lower region to
the higher region. Monte-Carlo simulations verify the prediction of
DMT.

Index Terms: Cooperative communications, diversity-multiplexing
tradeoff (DMT), wireless multicast systems, wireless network cod-
ing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network coding has been proven to achieve the network mul-
ticast capacity bound in wired networks [1]. Since network cod-
ing can enhance the network throughput, there have been a lot
of research works on different coding approaches [2]–[5]. Re-
cently, how to leverage network coding in wireless networks for
system capacity improvement has drawn increasing interest [6]–
[13]. Different from wired networks, wireless transmissions oc-
curring in the air must unfortunately face many disadvantageous
factors such as channel fading, noises and broadcast interfer-
ences. Till now, there is no a good theoretic metric to measure
the performance of a wireless network coding protocols. In this
paper, diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) formulation is ap-
plied to the proposed wireless network coding protocols.

The DMT is first put forward for multiple-input and multiple-
output (MIMO) systems [14], in which Zheng and Tse give a
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Fig. 1. A wireless 2 − 1 − 2 multicast system where the circles denote
the transmission ranges. Due to the power constraint, s1 (s2) should
borrow r to transmit messages to d2 (d1).

formulation between the diversity gain and multiplexing gain by
using the Gaussian code. The DMT assumes a family of codes,
in which diversity gain d and multiplexing gain λ are defined by

d � − lim
ρ→∞

log(Pe(ρ))

log ρ
and λ � lim

ρ→∞
R(ρ)

log ρ
(1)

where ρ, Pe(ρ), and R(ρ) represent the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), frame error probability (FEP) and transmission rate, re-
spectively. So a scheme’s DMT means that at the λ multiplexing
gain, the diversity gain that the scheme obtains should not ex-
ceed d(λ). Now, this elegant formulation is successfully used as
a standard in cooperative communications to evaluate the per-
formance of different transmission protocols [15]–[21].

On the other hand, in [6]–[10], wireless network coding is
applied to bi-directional traffic flows or multi-access channels
to increase the system capacity. However, these applications are
not suitable to more complicated wireless networks which are
always composed of multicast cells. Specifically, we consider
a basic multicast model with two sources, two destinations and
one half-duplex constrained relay (2 − 1 − 2) wireless multi-
cast network [13], [22]. In Fig. 1, we suppose that s1 as well
as s2 broadcast their information to the two destinations d1 and
d2 simultaneously. From Fig. 1, we can see d1 (or d2) is out of
the transmission range of s2 (or s1). The shared relay can help
s1 and s2 reach their destinations. There are two transmission
schemes. The first scheme is by the traditional way without net-
work coding, which occupies four time slots:

1. s1 → {r, d1} with information Is1 ;
2. r → d2 with information Is1 ;
3. s2 → {r, d2} with information Is2 ;
4. r → d1 with information Is2 .
The second one is by wireless network coding method that is
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more efficient:
1. s1 → {r, d1} with information Is1 ,
s2 → {r, d2} with information Is2 ;

2. r → {d1, d2} with f(Is1 , Is2).
For the network coding scheme, because d1 (or d2) has al-

ready detected the information Is1 (or Is2 ) in the first time
slot, it can easily pick up the remained information Is2 (or Is1 )
from the combined signals transmitted by r in the second time
slot. Function f(·) in the relay is certain operation, according
to which, we define three network coding protocols, i.e., non-
regenerative network coding (NRNC) where the relay broad-
casts the mixed signals from sources to the destinations with-
out decoding them, regenerative complex field network coding
(RCNC) where relay decodes the mixed signals and then su-
perposes the decoded symbols in complex field before retrans-
mission, and regenerative Galois field network coding (RGNC)
where the decoded symbols are superposed in Galois field be-
fore retransmission. Note that in RGNC, the decoded symbols
are demodulated into bit streams before superposition in Ga-
lois field, following which, the combined new bit stream is then
modulated to certain symbol and transmitted.

The notation used in this paper goes as follows. (x)+ denotes
max {0, x}, (x)− denotes min {0, x}, and RN and CN denote
the set of real and complex N -tuples, respectively. RN+ denotes
the set of non-negative N -tuples. If some set O ⊆ RN , we
denote the complementary set of O as Oc, while O ∩ RN+ as
O+. Λx denotes the auto-covariance matrix of vector x.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will set up the system model and make
some preliminaries.

A. System Model

We setup the 2− 1− 2 multicast system where channel coef-
ficients shown in Fig. 2 are assumed to be flat fading with i.i.d.
zero-mean, circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution
and quasi-static in at least one frame period. So their magnitudes
are Rayleigh distributed. The noises observed by all receivers
are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance σ2. Note that joint maximum likelihood (ML) decoding
is performed at all the receivers.

We denote P as the average total network transmission
power over a time slot. Then, the system SNR is defined as
ρ � P

σ2 . Since each destination should receive the signals
from the both sources, we define the system frame as xs �
[xs1,1, · · ·, xs1,N , xs2,1, · · ·, xs2,N ]T which is composed of the
symbols from two sources, i.e., xsk = [xsk,1, xsk,2, · · ·, xsk,N ]T

for the kth source sk (k = 1, 2). All the symbols in xs are
assumed to be equally probable from the same 2R-QAM con-
stellation set Q with zero mean and variance 2P , where R
is the transmission rate. In the two regenerative network cod-
ing protocols, the decoded frame in the relay is denoted as
xr � [xr1 , xr2 ]

T where xrk = [xrk,1, · · ·, xrk,N ]T . If the re-
lay can successfully decode xs, we have xsk = xrk and xs =
xr. The signals received in the kth destination dk are denoted as
ydk

= [ydk,1, ydk,2, · · ·, ydk,2N ]T .

The transmission scheme of the system just follow the second
scheduling scheme [16] due to the half-duplex constraint of the
relay, where a system frame period contains 2N time slots, i.e.,
in the first N time slots, both sources transmit N symbols si-
multaneously, dk only receives the signals from sk and the relay
receives the interferential signals of the sources which is mixed
in the air, while in the remained N time slots, the relay broad-
casts the network coded signals to both destinations. Although
the power consumption during a frame period is 2NP , it is nec-
essary to further discuss the power allocation schemes (PAS)
between all transmitters including the two sources and the relay.
We denote κ1, κ2, and τ as power allocation factors (PAF) for
s1, s2, and r, respectively. Then, power constraint is assumed to
satisfy κ1 + κ2 + τ = 1.

For the three network coding protocols, the signals received
by the relay in the first N time slots are the same, i.e.,

yr,i = g1
√
κ1xs1,i + g2

√
κ2xs2,i + vr,i, for i = 1, · · ·, N (2)

where vr,i is the noise observed by the relay in the ith time slot.
However, the signals received by the destinations are different
between the three network coding protocols.

A.1 NRNC Protocol

According to the power allocation in each transmitter, we
further define the amplification factor of the relay as b =√
2τP/(2κ1|g1|2P + 2κ2|g2|2P + σ2). The signals received

by dk during a frame period are written as

ydk,i = �k
√
κkxsk,i + vdk,i, for i = 1, · · ·, N,

ydk,N+i = bhkyr,i + vdk,N+i

(3)

where vdk,i are the noises observed by dk in the ith time slot.

A.2 RCNC Protocol

Since joint ML decoder is applied to the relay after the first N
time slots, the decoded frame in the relay is xr. The signals to
be transmitted by the relay is denoted as xcr, which is obtained
by the complex field superposition between xr1 and xr2 . Denote
τk as the PAF of the decoded symbols in xrk and we have xcr =√
τ1xr1+

√
τ2xr2 . Due to the power constraint at the relay, there

is τ1 + τ2 = τ . Then,

ydk,i = �k
√
κkxsk,i + vdk,i, for i = 1, · · ·, N,

ydk,N+i = hk(
√
τ1xr1,i + α

√
τ2xr2,i) + vdk,N+i

(4)

where α = ej
3π
4 is the precoder utilized to achieve the full di-

versity gain [7] and xrk,i is the ith decoded symbol of sk.

A.3 RGNC Protocol

In RGNC, we denote the signals to be transmitted by the relay
as xgr , which is obtained by Galois field operation between xr1

and xr2 . Since the two decoded symbols are combined into a
new one, we have xg

r = [xr,1, · · ·, xr,N ]T . Then, the signals
received by dk are

ydk,i = �k
√
κkxsk,i + vdk,i, for i = 1, · · ·, N,

ydk,N+i = hk

√
τxr,i + vdk,N+i

(5)

where xr,i ∈ Q is the new symbol produced by the ith decoded
symbols xr1,i and xr2,i in Galois field.
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Fig. 2. 2− 1− 2 multicast cooperative system.

B. Preliminaries

In the sequel, we follow [19] and summarize several expres-
sions and results that may be used latter. We denote that as
ρ → ∞, i.e., f(ρ)

.
= ρa if function f(ρ) is exponentially equal

to ρa,

lim
ρ→∞

log f(ρ)

log ρ
= a. (6)

Assume a Rayleigh channel coefficient g with zero mean and
unit variance and z denote the order of 1/|g|2. Then,

z = − lim
ρ→∞

log |g|2
log ρ

. (7)

The probability density function (PDF) of z can be shown as

pz = lim
ρ→∞ ln(ρ)ρ−z exp(−ρ−z). (8)

The expression of (8) reveals that

pz
.
=

{
ρ−∞ = 0, for z < 0,

ρ−z, for z ≥ 0.
(9)

Thus, for independent random variables {zi}Ni=1 distributed
identically to z, the probability PO that (z1, · · ·, zN ) belongs
to set O can be characterized by

PO
.
= ρ−do where do � inf

(z1,···,zN )∈O+

N∑

i=1

zi (10)

provided that O+ is not empty, that is, the exponential order of
PO only depends on O+. This is because that the probability
of any set, consisting of N -tuples (z1, · · ·, zN ) with at least one
negative element, decreases exponentially with ρ and therefore
can be neglected compared to PO+ which decreases polynomi-
ally with ρ.

III. DIVERSITY-MULTIPLEXING TRADEOFF
ANALYSIS

In non-ergodic fading channels, performance of the connec-
tion is evaluated in terms of outage probability, which is defined
as the event that the instantaneous mutual information does not
support the intended rate [23], [24], i.e.,

Op �
{

H|I(x; y|H = H) < R
}

(11)

where H is a channel realization and R is the transmission rate.
The lower bound of Op’s probability is defined as outage prob-
ability Po(R, ρ) [23], [24]. Therefore,

Po(R, ρ) = inf
Λx

Pr{Op}

= Pr

{
max
Λx

I(x; y|H) < R

}
.

(12)

We measure the system performance by the system outage
probability (SOP). SOP is the probability of the system outage
event (SOE) which occurs if the capacity of any s → d link is
less than the transmission rate of sk. We assume that the two
sources have the same data rate R. Correspondingly, we define
the system frame error probability (SFEP), which means that a
frame is successfully transmitted if and only if both destinations
can successfully receive the frame. The system diversity gain is
defined as

d∗(λ) =
logPe,sys

log ρ
(13)

where Pe,sys is the SFEP. Then, we turn to each network coding
protocol to give the DMT analysis.

A. NRNC Protocol

Denote Odk
as the outage event of dk and then the system

outage event is expressed as

ONRNC
sys = Od1

∪ Od2
. (14)

So the system outage probability is

PNRNC
o,sys = Po,d1

+ Po,d2
− Po,d1

Po,d2

.
= Po,d1

+ Po,d2

(15)

where Po,dk
is the probability of Odk

. Since the {s1, s2} → dk
link is a multi-access channel, Odk

is formalized as

Odk
= {H|I(xs; ydk

|H) < 2NR,

I(xs1 ; ydk
|H) < NR, I(xs2 ; ydk

|H) < NR}. (16)

When outage region is determined, Po,dk
can be obtained by

(10) if ρ is large enough. On the other hand, the SFEP of the
NRNC protocol is

PNRNC
e,sys = Pe,d1

+ Pe,d2
− Pe,d1

Pe,d2

.
= Pe,d1

+ Pe,d2

(17)

where Pe,dk
is the error decoding probability of a system frame

in the kth destination and its lower bound is Po,dk
. Then, by

developing the method in [19], we get the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The DMT of NRNC protocol is given by

d∗(λ) = (1− λ)+. (18)

Proof: See Appendix I. �

B. RCNC Protocol

In RCNC, system outage event is

ORCNC
sys = Or ∪ Od1|r ∪ Od2|r. (19)

So the system outage probability is

PRCNC
o,sys

.
= Po,r + Po,d1|r + Po,d2|r (20)

where Po,r is the probability of Or which denotes the outage
event at the relay and Po,dk|r is the probability of Odk|r which
denotes the outage event at the kth destination on the condition
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Fig. 3. DMT curves of 4 transmission schemes.

Fig. 4. Modified DMT curves which give a better understanding of the
SOP curves. We consider the transmission rate R = 2 and R = 8
with ρ’s variation from 30 dB to 90 dB. Then, we can compute the
multiplexing gain regions as 0.0669 ≤ λ ≤ 0.2006 and 0.2676 ≤ λ ≤
0.8024 for R = 2 and R = 8, respectively. DMT predicts the diversity
gain of the SOP curves in these multiplexing gain regions by linear
approximation.

that r has successfully decoded xs. Since {s1, s2} → r link is a
multi-access channel, Or is formalized as

Or = {H|I(xs; yr|H) < 2NR,

I(xs1 ; yr|H) < NR, I(xs2 ; yr|H) < NR} (21)

where yr is the signals received by the relay. Note that
{sk, r} → dk link is also a multi-access channel. Then, we fo-
cus on d1 and get that

Od1|r = {H|I(xs1 , xc
r; yd1

|H) < 2NR,

I(xs1 , xr1 ; yd1
|H) < NR, I(xr2 ; yd1

|H) < NR}. (22)

On the other hand, the SFEP of RCNC is

PRCNC
e,sys

.
= Pe,r + Pe,d1|r + Pe,d2|r (23)

Fig. 5. SOP curves of the three network coding protocols when R = 2.

Fig. 6. SOP curves of the three network coding protocols when R = 8.

where Pe,r is the error decoding probability of a system frame
in the relay and Pe,dk|r is the error decoding probability of a
system frame on the condition that r has successfully decoded
xs in the kth destination. The DMT formulation is then given by
the following theorem.

Theorem 2: The DMT of RCNC is given by

d∗(λ) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1− λ for λ ≤ 1
3 ,

2− 4λ for 1
3 < λ ≤ 1

2 ,

0 for 1
2 < λ.

(24)

Proof: See Appendix II. �

C. RGNC Protocol

In RGNC, system outage event is

ORGNC
sys = Or ∪ Od1|r ∪ Od2|r. (25)
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So the system outage probability is

PRGNC
o,sys

.
= Po,r + Po,d1|r + Po,d2|r (26)

where Po,r is the probability of Or which denotes the outage
event at the relay and Po,dk|r is the probability of Odk|r which
denotes the outage event at the kth destination on the condition
that r has successfully decoded xs.

Obviously, Or of RGNC protocol is equal to that of RCNC
protocol. However, Odk|r in the two protocols are different. We
focus on d1 and get

Od1|r = {H|I(xs1 ; yd1
|H) < NR, (xgr ; yd1

|H) < NR}. (27)

Note that

PRCNC
e,sys

.
= Pe,r + Pe,d1|r + Pe,d2|r (28)

where Pe,r and Pe,dk|r have the same definitions as that in
RCNC. Then, the DMT formulation is given by the following
theorem.

Theorem 3: The DMT of RCNC is given by

d∗(λ) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1− λ for λ ≤ 1
3 ,

2− 4λ for 1
3 < λ ≤ 1

2 ,

0 for 1
2 < λ.

(29)

Proof: It is straightforward to see Po,r in the RCNC and
RGNC are equal. According to Appendix II,

d∗(λ) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1− λ for λ ≤ 1
3 ,

2− 4λ for 1
3 < λ ≤ 1

2 ,

0 for 1
2 < λ.

(30)

Then, we turn to Po,d1|r and easily get

Po,d1|r
.
= ρ−do,d1 where do,d1

= (1− λ)+. (31)

Combine (30) and (31), and we get

PRGNC
o,sys

.
= ρ−do,r (32)

where do,r provides the upper bound of d∗(λ). On the other
hand, we can select a large enough frame length N to achieve
this bound. �

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Since the wireless network coding can enhance the system
throughput, we then give a comparison with the traditional
transmission scheme from the view of DMT. As mentioned in
Section I, the traditional scheme uses 4N time slots to transmit
the 2N symbols in orthogonal time division channels. So the
multiplexing gain is no larger than 1

2 . Meanwhile, its maximum
diversity gain is 1 since the worst link, i.e., sk → dk̄ where k̄
is the complementary element of k in set {1, 2}, only has one
diversity order. Fig. 3 illuminates the DMT of different trans-
mission schemes, we can see that the three network coding pro-
tocols have the same DMT formulations when λ ≤ 1

3 . As λ in-
creases, the system diversity gain decreases faster in RCNC and

RGNC than that in NRNC, which means that if the multiplexing
gain λ is low, the three protocols have the same system perfor-
mance in the sense of diversity gain, while λ is high enough,
the performance of the two regenerative network coding (RNC)
protocols deteriorates more than that of NRNC. This is due to
that the relay in the two regenerative network coding protocols
should deal with the multi-access channels and decode the sym-
bols from both sources. On the other hand, the traditional trans-
mission scheme without network coding (NC) has the least mul-
tiplexing gain compared to the three network coding protocols
under the same system performance.

Since DMT provides the diversity gain under the fixed R and
ρ, it can predict the SOP curves by asymptotic way. According
to the three theorems, we focus on the two kinds of multiplexing
gain region, i.e., the lower multiplexing gain region (λ < 1

3 ) and
higher multiplexing gain region (λ ≥ 1

3 ). To construct the two
regions, we select the transmission rate as R = 2 and R = 8
and let ρ cover from 30 dB to 90 dB. Then, we get two kinds of
multiplexing gain region as 0.0669 ≤ λ ≤ 0.2006 and 0.2676 ≤
λ ≤ 0.8024 (see Fig. 4).

We first focus on the lower multiplexing gain region where
R = 2 and 0.0669 ≤ λ ≤ 0.2006. Since λ ≤ 1

3 , DMT predicts
that the three protocols have the same diversity gain d∗(λ) = 1.
Monte-Carlo simulations in Fig. 5 verify the prediction, i.e., the
three protocols have the same diversity gain. Note that the gap
of the SOP curves between NRNC and RCNC (RGNC as well)
is due to the different coding gain, i.e., the two regenerative net-
work coding protocols achieve better coding gain than NRNC.
This gap can be neglected when compared with the diversity
gain if ρ is large enough. On the other hand, in the higher mul-
tiplexing gain region where R = 8 and 0.2676 ≤ λ ≤ 0.8024,
DMT predicts that NRNC has a better performance than the two
regenerative network coding protocols due to the higher diver-
sity gain. Monte-Carlo simulation in Fig. 6 verifies the predic-
tion.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes three network coding protocols and gives
the DMT analysis for the protocols. The DMT curves show
that the three protocols outperform the traditional transmission
scheme to have more system multiplexing gain under the same
system performance (or diversity gain). On the other hand, we
turn to the system performance gain under the fixed multiplex-
ing gain. When at a lower multiplexing gain region, i.e., λ ≤ 1

3 ,
the three protocols have the same system performance. How-
ever, when λ > 1

3 , NRNC beats the other two protocols and
owns the best performance. Monte-Carlo simulations prove the
conjectures of DMT. In this sense, DMT can asymptotically pre-
dict the SOP curves and gives a fast and effective understanding
of the system performance.

APPENDICES

I. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Since SOP is the lower bound of SFEP, we first deduce SOP
and give the upper bound of the system diversity gain, following
which, we prove that this bound is achievable.
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A. Upper Bound

Without loss of generality, we focus on d1 and rewrite (3) in
matrix form as

yd1
=

[
�1IN ON

g1bh1IN g2bh1IN

]
K2Nxs+

[
ON ON

ON bh1IN

]
vr+vd1

(33)
where ON and IN are the N -order zero and unit matrix, respec-
tively, K2N = diag(

√
κ1, · · ·,√κ1,

√
κ2, · · ·,√κ2) is the power

allocation matrix, vr = [0, · · ·, 0, vr,1, · · ·, vrN ]T is the noise
vector observed by the relay, and vd1

= [vd1,1, · · ·, vd1,2N ]T is
the noise vector observed by d1. Consider the channels are static
during a frame period and all symbols are i.i.d. Then,

I(xs; yd1
) =

N∑

i=1

I(xi
s; yi

d1
) = NI(xis; yi

d1
) (34)

where xi
s = [

√
κ1xs1,i,

√
κ2xs2,i]

T , yi
d1

= Gixis + vi, and

Gi =

[
�1 0

g1bh1 g2bh1

]
, vi =

[
vd1,i

bh1vr,i + vd1,N+i

]
. (35)

The mutual information between xi
s and yid1

is given by

I(xi
s; yi

d1
) = log

(
det

(
I2 +Λ

− 1
2

vi GiΛxisGH
i Λ

− 1
2

vi

))
. (36)

A lower bound of max
Λ

xis

I(xis; yi
d1
) is obtained if power are

equally allocated to each transmitter, i.e.,

log

(
det

(
I2 +

2P

3
GiG

H
i Λ−1

vi

)) ≤ max
Λxis

I(xis; yi
d1
). (37)

On the other hand,

max
Λxis

I(xi
s; yi

d1
) < log

(
det

(
I2 + 2PGiG

H
i Λ−1

vi

))
. (38)

The two bounds converge as ρ grows to infinity, i.e.,

lim
ρ→∞

max
Λ

xjs

I(xis; yi
d1
)

log ρ
=

lim
ρ→∞

log
(
det

(
I2 + PGiG

H
i Λ−1

vi

))

log ρ
. (39)

Plugging in for Gi and vi, we get

lim
ρ→∞

max
Λ

xis

I(xi
s; yi

d1
)

log ρ
= lim

ρ→∞
1

log ρ
log

(
1 + |�1|2ρ+

(|g1|2 + |g2|2)|h1|2b2ρ
1 + |h1|2b2 +

|g2|2|�1|2|h1|2b2ρ2
1 + |h1|2b2

)
. (40)

Similarly, we can get

lim
ρ→∞

max I(xs2,i; yi
d1
)

log ρ
= lim

ρ→∞
1

log ρ
log

(
1+

|g2|2|h1|2b2ρ
1 + |h1|2b2

)

lim
ρ→∞

max I(xs1,i; yi
d1
)

log ρ
=

lim
ρ→∞

1

log ρ
log

(
1 + |�1|2ρ+ |g1|2|h1|2b2ρ

1 + |h1|2b2
)
. (41)

It is straightforward to see that

lim
ρ→∞

max I(xs1,i; yi
d1
)

log ρ
= (max {1−z�1

, 1−(zg1+zh1
)})+,

lim
ρ→∞

max I(xs2,i; yi
d1
)

log ρ
= (1− (zg2 + zh1

))+,

lim
ρ→∞

max
Λ

xis

I(xis; yi
d1
)

log ρ
= (max {1− z�1

, 1− (zg1 + zh1
),

1− (zg2 + zh1
), 2− (zg2 + zh1

+ z�1
)})+ (42)

where z with different subscripts are similar to (7) and denote
the negative order of corresponding channels. According to the
outage region Od1

determined by (16), we conclude that

Od1
= O

xs1
d1

∪ O
xs2
d1

∪ Oxs
d1

(43)

where O
xs1
d1

( O
xs2
d1

) represents the outage event which occurs
only between s1(s2) and d1 and Oxs

d1
represents the outage event

which occurs between both sources and d1. Thus,

Po,d1
= P ( O

xs1
d1

) + P ( O
xs2
d1

) + P ( Oxs
d1
)

.
= max {P ( O

xs1
d1

), P ( O
xs2
d1

), P ( Oxs
d1
)}.

(44)

From (42), the outage regions are

O
xs1
d1

= {(z�1
, zg1 , zh1

) ∈ R3+|
max {1− z�1

, 1− (zg1 + zh1
)} < λ},

O
xs2
d1

= {(zg2 , zh1
) ∈ R2+|1− (zg2 + zh1

) < λ},
Oxs

d1
= {(z�1

, zg1 , zg2 , zh1
) ∈ R4+|

max {1− z�1
, 1− (zg1 + zh1

),

1− (zg2 + zh1
), 2−(zg2+zh1

+z�1
)}<2λ}.

(45)

According to (44), we pick up the maximum among the three
elements, which means that we should find out

min

{

inf
O

xs1
d1

(z�1
+ zg1 + zh1

), inf
O

xs2
d1

(zg2 + zh1
),

inf
Oxs

d1

(z�1
+ zg1 + zg2 + zh1

)

}

. (46)

Then, we can easily get that the second item in (46) is the mini-
mum. So

Po,d1

.
= ρ−do,d1 where do,d1

= (1− λ)+. (47)

Due to the symmetry of the system,

PNRNC
o,sys = 2ρ−do,d1

.
= ρ−do,d1 (48)

where do,d1
provides the upper bound of d∗(λ) of NRNC.
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B. Achievability

According to the definition of SFEP,

PNRNC
e,sys = Pe,d1

+ Pe,d2
− Pe,d1

Pe,d2

.
= Pe,d1

+ Pe,d2
.

(49)

Without loss of generality, we focus on Pe,d1
and define that

Ed1
= E

xs1
d1

∪ E
xs2
d1

∪ Exs
d1

(50)

where E
xs1
d1

( E
xs2
d1

) represents the error event in d1 that only
s1(s2) is detected in error and Exs

d1
represents the error event in

d1 that both sources are detected in error. Thus,

Pe,d1

.
= max {P ( E

xs1
d1

), P ( E
xs2
d1

), P ( Exs
d1
)}. (51)

The decode error probability Pe of the ML decoder can be up-
per bounded using Bayes’s rule, i.e., Pe = Po + Pe,ō where Po

is the outage probability and Pe,ō is the decoding error proba-
bility when there is no outage. On the other hand, from [19],
the pairwise error probability (PEP) of the ML decoder is upper
bounded by

PPE ≤ det
(
I +

1

2
ΛxsΛ

−1
v

)−1
. (52)

So we conclude that

P ( E
xs1
d1

) ≤
(
1 +

1

2
|�1|2ρ+ 1

2

|g1|2|h1|2b2ρ
1 + |h1|2b2

)−N

ρrN ,

P ( E
xs2
d1

) ≤
(
1 +

1

2

|g2|2|h1|2b2ρ
1 + |h1|2b2

)−N

ρrN ,

P ( Exs
d1
) ≤

(
1 +

1

2
|�1|2ρ+ 1

2

(|g1|2 + |g2|2)|h1|2b2ρ
1 + |h1|2b2

+
1

4

|g2|2|�1|2|h1|2b2ρ2
1 + |h1|2b2

)−2N

ρ2rN .

(53)

When ρ is large enough, E
xs2
d1

happens with the most probabil-
ity. So Pe,d1

.
= P

E
xs2
d1

. From (52), when in the critical region

that O
xs2
d1

not happens, i.e., 1 − (zg2 + zh1
) = λ, we make the

frame length so long that it can make P
E

xs2
d1,ō

arbitrarily small

where P
E

xs2
d1,ō

denotes the error decoding probability when there

is no outage. Then, we can say that the diversity bound do,d1
is

achievable by selecting a large enough frame length N and thus
complete the proof.

II. PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Similar to Appendix I, we give the upper bound of the system
diversity and then prove the achievability.

We first focus on the outage event between two sources and
the relay. The relay receive the signals from two sources in the
first N time slot, i.e.,

yr = g1
√
κ1xs1 + g2

√
κ2xs2 + vr. (54)

Since all symbols are i.i.d.,

I(xs1 , xs2 ; yr) =

N∑

i=1

I(xs1,i, xs2,i; yri)

= NI(xs1,i, xs2,i; yri)

(55)

According to the outage region Or, we conclude that

Or = O
xs1
r ∪ O

xs2
r ∪ Oxs

r (56)

where O
xs1
r ( O

xs2
r ) represents the outage event which occurs

only between s1(s2) and r, and Oxs
r represents the outage event

which occurs between both sources and r. Thus,

Po,r = P ( O
xs1
r ) + P ( O

xs2
r ) + P ( Oxs

r )
.
= max {P ( O

xs1
r ), P ( O

xs2
r ), P ( Oxs

r )}.
(57)

When ρ is large enough, the outage regions are approximatively
defined as if each node consume the same power P ,

O
xs1
r = {zg1 ∈ R+|1− zg1 < λ},

O
xs2
r = {zg2 ∈ R+|1− zg2 < λ},

Oxs
r = {(zg1 , zg2) ∈ R2+|max {1− zg1 , 1− zg2} < 2λ}.

(58)

According to (57), we pick up the maximum among the three
elements, which means that we should find out

min

{

inf
O

xs1
r

zg1 , inf
O

xs2
r

zg2 , inf
Oxs

r

(zg1 + zg2)

}

. (59)

Similar to Appendix I, we can get that Po,r
.
= ρ−do,r where

do,r =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1− λ for λ ≤ 1
3 ,

2− 4λ for 1
3 < λ ≤ 1

2 ,

0 for 1
2 < λ.

(60)

Then, we turn to Po,d1|r. According to the outage region
Od1|r, we conclude that

Od1|r = O
xs1 ,x

c
r

d1|r ∪ O
xs1 ,xr1
d1|r ∪ O

xr2
d1|r (61)

where O
xs1 ,xr1
d1|r ( O

xr2
d1|r) represents the outage event which oc-

curs only between s1(s2) and d1 on the condition that r have

already successfully decoding the frame xs and O
xs1 ,x

c
r

d1|r repre-
sents the outage event which occurs between both sources and
d1 on the condition that r have already successfully decoding
the frame xs. Thus,

Po,d1|r = P ( O
xs1 ,x

c
r

d1|r ) + P ( O
xs1 ,xr1
d1|r ) + P ( O

xr2
d1|r)

.
= max

{
P ( O

xs1 ,x
c
r

d1|r ), P ( O
xs1 ,xr1
d1|r ), P ( O

xr2
d1|r)

}
.

(62)

From the definition of Od1|r in (22). It is straightforward to see
that when ρ is large enough, the outage events between xr2 and
yd1

occurs with the most probability. So

Po,d1|r
.
= P ( O

xr2
d1|r) (63)
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where
O

xr2
d1|r = {zh1

∈ R+|1− zh1
< λ}. (64)

So the corresponding probability is

Po,d1|r
.
= ρ−do,d1|r for do,d1|r = (1− λ)+. (65)

Combine (60) and (65), and then

PRCNC
o,sys

.
= Po,r + Po,d1|r + Po,d2|r

.
= Po,r. (66)

So do,r provides the upper bound of d∗(λ) of RCNC. On the
other hand, similar to the second subsection in Appendix I, we
can prove its achievability by selecting a large enough frame
length N when ρ → ∞. Hence we complete the proof.
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